Stories about Siblings

- Rules of the House by Mac Barnett
- Rocket Says Look Up by Nathan Bryon
- The Patchwork Bike by Maxine Beneba Clarke
- Carmela Full of Wishes by Matt de la Peña
- Queen of the Hanukkah Dosas by Pamela Ehrenberg
- Sophie’s Trophy by Susan Middleton Elya
- The Evil Princess vs. the Brave Knight by Jennifer L. Holm
- Olly and Me by Shirley Hughes
- Monsters Eat Whiny Children by Bruce Eric Kaplan
- Building Books by Megan Wagner Lloyd
- Lola Reads to Leo by Anna McQuinn
- Tony Baloney by Pam Munñiz Ryan
- The Chickens are Coming by Barbara Samuels
- Tiger in My Soup by Kahmira Sheth
- Jack (not Jackie) by Erica Silverman
- I’m Big Now by Anthea Simmons
- Mabel and Sam at Home by Linda Urban
- The Perfect Gift by Paula Yoo